2011 Yale CES-PIER Summer Institute
July 5th – 10th 2011
For Educators Presents
Immigration in Europe:
Historical Trends and New Challenges

The scope of the European Studies Summer Institute includes both the study of immigrants in Europe while also focusing on the countries of origin from which those immigrants come. It is imperative to view immigration from both sides of the border. Additionally by providing a historical context along with generating comparisons between the changing experience of immigration in Europe and the United States this summer institute strives to develop methods to transform the topic of this program into captivating classroom experiences for both instructors and their students.

TO APPLY FOR THE PROGRAM, PLEASE VISIT:
http://www.yale.edu/macmillan/pier/europeanstudies.htm

For more information, please contact Douglas Park (Program Director) at douglas.park@yale.edu

Sponsored by PIER and the Council on European Studies at Yale University (CES) with generous support from the CES Title VI National Resource Center Grant from the United States Department of Education.